Our ''You Only Move Once'' (YOMO) detector based on depthwise separable convolutions is a single stage face detector that balances accuracy and latency. YOMO performs scale-invariantly by utilizing top-down architecture with feature agglomeration, and multiple detection modules instead of in an image pyramid approach. At the same time, we propose a semi-soft random cropping algorithm that enables different detection module adequately trained by different scales of samples. Several experiments are conducted on the FDDB dataset with discrete and continuous measures, to demonstrate that the methods have strongly competitiveness results. After using an ellipses regressor, the recall rates reached a satisfactory 97.59% and 83.66%, respectively. Surprisingly, YOMO has only 21 million parameters and achieves superior performance with 51 frames per second (FPS) for a 544 × 544 input image on a GPU.
I. INTRODUCTION
Face detection is generally a key component of the humancentered ''smart city'', relating to facial expression analysis, identification, individual service, etc. Despite being widely researched, it remains a difficult problem to build real-time face detectors with high accuracy under natural conditions [1] .
Traditional face detection involves a manually designed effective classifier [2] , [3] . However, performance of such exhibits decrease in accuracy over application context resulting from suboptimal model. Recently, the deep learning method has demonstrated potential and achieved noticeable success in face detection tasks; however, a huge challenge remains to create a context-unlimited, highly accurate face detection model.
Modern face detectors are grouped into two categories: two-stage and one-stage. Faster R-CNN [4] , which is a twostage model with the highest efficiency and accuracy in the region-convolutional neural networks (R-CNN) based models, uses a Region Proposal Network (RPN) to replace the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Kim-Kwang Raymond Choo . selective search algorithm, and integrates border regression and classification into a network. However, massive proposals of multiple scales generated by RPN, and large computational overhead due to complex network structures cause the disabling of real-time detection.
One-stage methods, including YOLO [5] , consider detection tasks as regression problems and directly extract the regression face bounding box from the feature generated by the feature extraction network, but without a proposal structure. The problem is that this method always has lower accuracy than the two-stage method. SSD [6] employs deep features with different scales to jointly calculate for bounding box regression and class probabilities [7] . The multi-scale inference helps detect variable faces, however, each of its stages is not specially trained to detect a specific scale range as implemented by YOMO.
Despite having the advantage of less computation, small faces cannot be handled well by single-stage face detectors. There are two main ways to improve the multi-scale detection results of the model. One is to use an image pyramid strategy to train the multi-shot single-scale face detectors, i.e., the HR detector [8] , each of the detectors is trained to detect specific scale faces. However, because images of different scales have to pass through a pretty deep network multiple times, such an approach is very time-consuming. Another way is to use a feature pyramid method (''Hypercolumns [9] ) to train a single-shot multi-scale face detector. For example, S3FD [10] follows the single-shot multi-scale approach for face detection. However, S3FD has low performance on small faces, because of the shallow layers used by S3FD have less semantic information about faces.
Inspired by FPN [11] , YOMO utilizes top-down architecture with lateral connections to create a feature pyramid that has strong semantics at all scales while naturally leveraging the pyramidal shape of features. Due to the deconvolution operation, the resolution of the feature map used for prediction is gradually increased, which captures more fine-grained features and context information. To build a highly-efficiency network, depthwise separable convolutions are introduced into YOMO, which sacrifices a small precision in exchange for nearly eight times less computation than standard convolutions.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1) We propose a real-time face detector named YOMO, which consists of depthwise separable convolutions and contains multiple feature fusion structures in the form of top-bottom. Each detection module is only responsible for detecting faces within the corresponding scale. 2) A random cropping strategy that is more consistent with multi-scale detection structures allows each detection module to be trained by a sufficient number of samples.
3) The proposed ellipse regressor can greatly improve the detection recall rate under the continuous measures of FDDB. 4) YOMO has only 21 million parameters and achieves superior performance with 51 FPS for a 544 × 544 input image on a GPU. The content of the rest of this paper is as such. Part 2 presents a literature review of relevant work in the face detection field.The proposed method is introduced in part 3, followed by experiment details in part 4. Part 5 concludes this work.
II. RELATED WORKS
There are numerous research attempts in the face detection task, among which one remarkable achievement has been reached. A cascade of face binary classifiers [3] is trained using Haar-like features. However, these methods are often suboptimal and may achieve disappointing results as the application scenario changes.
With the popularity of deep learning techniques in the field of face detection, some methods attempt to combine artificial features with features extracted by convolutional neural networks to detect human faces. Previous studies [6] , [12] attempt to establish a connection between DPM and CNN, e.g., Yang et al. [13] combines the Boosting Forest model with CNN. However, such methods are cumbersome to operate and contribute to non-significant results.
Using a cascading structure to effectively detect faces is the next research hotspot. Aiming at training a more robust multi-view face detector, [14] proposes a funnel-structured cascade (FuSt) detection module. Reference [15] cascades of six CNNs are used to detect the face: three are used for determining whether a face exists and the remainder for border correction of face regions. Reference [16] cascades of five CNNs detect hair, eyes, nose, mouth and neck, respectively. Cascading CNN-based methods [15] , [17] , [18] train a cascade of face binary classifiers and use a hard example mining scheme. However, CNNs inside a cascade structure are merely stacked, which separates cascaded classifiers optimization and the CNN optimization. Consequently, [19] proposes the inside cascade structure to feed different layers with different data. However, this method still has the promotion space in the accuracy of small face detection.
Faster-RCNN [20] employs two-stage detection schemes to achieve top performance on several face detection datasets. However, the training of the two stages is a tedious process and the inference phase is time-consuming, thus, practical application is restricted.
In single-shot detection methods, such as YOLO [5] and FD-CNN [21] , bounding boxes are straightly predicted and regressed in the feature map obtained by the feature extraction network. However, due to the lack of fine-grained information in the top-level feature map, these methods are unable to robustly detect such tiny faces. MS-FCN [22] exploits a feature pyramid to detect multi-scale faces. More recently, some research indicates that multi-scale features from different layers perform better for tiny faces. Specifically, SSD [6] , S3FD [10] , MS-CNN [22] , and SSH [23] predict boxes on multiple layers of the feature hierarchy. However, the detection modules are separated from each other, resulting in a lack of semantic information in the shallow feature maps while the middle-level feature maps lack fine-grained information. For this reason, Parsenet [24] and CMS-RCNN [25] fuse multiple layer features to enhance feature discrimination. FPN [11] proposes top-down architecture that integrates high-level semantic information to all scales. FPN-based methods, such as DSSD [26] , FANet [27] , and Pyramid-Box [28] achieve significant detection improvement. Therefore, the YOMO network proposed in this paper draws on the experience of FPN and adopts a top-down feature fusion method to form a feature pyramid.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
This section introduces our YOMO face detector, including the general architecture (Sec. III-A, Sec. III-B, Sec. III-C), the training methodology (Sec. III-D), the improved cropping strategy (Sec. III-E) and the ellipses regressor (Sec. III-F).
A. GENERAL ARCHITECTURE
The framework of YOMO is illustrated in Fig. 1 . All modules contain Batchnorm and Leaky ReLU nonlinearities except for the detection modules. Our architecture uses MobileNet [29] as its backbone, which is truncated before the classification layers and added with a depthwise separable convolution module outputting 1024 channels. The design idea of YOMO's backbone is as follows:
1) The face detection module is separated from the feature extraction network, and the newly added depthwise separable convolution modules are used as buffer areas to prevent the gradient value of the detection module from generating large noises on the weight value of the feature extraction network. 2) The fully connected layer in MobileNet can be computationally expensive, so it is replaced by a depthwise separable convolution module with 1024 channels, which increases the depth and width of the network and allows for more abstract semantic information.
B. SCALE-INVARIANCE DESIGN
Faces in images of unconstrained datasets are multiple scales.
Employing an image pyramid strategy to train the multishot single-scale face detectors, as in [8] , is computationally expensive and quite slow. In contrast, YOMO detects multiscale faces simultaneously from three different convolutional layers of the feature pyramid by using detection modules M 1 , M 2 , and M 3 in a single forward pass of the network. These modules have strides of 8, 16, and 32 and are responsible for detecting small, medium, and large faces, respectively. As shown in Tab. 1, each detector is allocated a detection task within a target scale range during training and inference stage. The inference result is constructed by joining together different predicted scales using Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS). 
C. DETECTION MODULE
As shown in Fig. 3 , the output layer adopts the regression strategy in YOLO [5] , which predicts a relative coordinate to the grid cell. This strategy will bound both the ground truth and predictions in the range from 0 to 1 by a logistic function. The network generates four coordinates(t x , t y , t w t h ) for each bounding box as an offset to anchor. The output will be calculated considering the width p w and height p h as well as the offset from the top left corner (C x , C y ) as follows:
The parameter configuration during training is shown in Tab. 2. As discussed in Sec. III-B, three detection modules are placed on layers with different strides to detect variable faces, each of which has five multi-task losses for classification and regression sub-tasks. The multi-task loss function used by YOMO consists of five parts non-target loss, anchor pre-training loss, target positioning loss, target confidence loss, and target class loss and formulated as Eq. 2.
where W and H are the width and height of the feature map, A is the number of anchors, and t is the number of iterations. Sign function I( * ) is defined as Eq. 4. λ noobj , λ anchor , λ coord , λ obj , and λ class are the weight values of each sub-task; these are, respectively, non-target loss weight, anchor pre-train loss weight, coordinate loss weight, target loss weight, and category loss weight. I truth k should be 1 if the bounding box anchor overlaps a ground truth face by more than any other bounding box anchor. In order to adapt the network to anchor as quickly as possible, the anchor pre-training loss weight is introduced in the early stage of training. The number of an epoch is defined in the YOMO for the pre-training period.
E. SEMI-SOFT RANDOM CROPPING ALGORITHM
The main idea of the random cropping algorithm used by [10] , [27] , [30] is to generate cropping bounding boxes with different scales by using various clipping strategies to crop the training pictures as required. As a result of the random operation of this algorithm and a large number of small faces in the training set, the small faces in the cropped pictures are still in a dominant position. To address this problem, this paper proposes a semi-soft random cropping algorithm based on the random cropping algorithm. By statistically counting the number of faces in each scale of the cropped images, the targeted cropping boxes are selected to balance the various scales of faces, allowing the detection modules to be adequately trained. The procedure of the semi-soft random cropping algorithm is described as follows:
1) First, we use the random cropping algorithm in DSSD [26] to generate several cropping boxes Samplesd bboxes with an aspect ratio of 1. Second, cropping boxes generated in the previous step are scaled to the size required by the network as well as the annotations. Finally, according to the scale range in Tab. 1, the number of various scale categories of faces is formulated as Eq. 3. c-th scale category of face is indicated by MinScale c and MaxScale c :
2) Ranking quantity of Num c i for each cropping box i in descending order:
where S c i is one of the N scale categories of faces, which is different for each.
3) ActualNum c is the number of various face scales in a forward pass of the training phase, which is counted by Eq. 3. Ranking ActualNum c in ascending order, we can acquire the follow inequality:
In all Samplesd bboxes , for each index c, randomly select a cropping box SelectCrop bbox satisfied by the relation of S c i == A c . 4) If the cropping box with the requirements of the 4-th step is not found, then randomly select SelectCrop bbox satisfied by the relation S 1 i == A 1 &&S N i == A N . 5) If the cropping box with the requirements of the 5-th step is not found, then randomly select SelectCrop bbox from Samplesd bboxes . 6) Update ActualNum c by counting Num c s , which is the number of the face in different scale categories from SelectCrop bbox . The subscript s means the index of the selected cropping box:
F. ELLIPSE REGRESSOR Our models are trained on the WIDER FACE dataset and evaluated on the FDDB dataset. However, ground truths in FDDB are in ellipse shape while YOMO predicts results in rectangles. The inconsistency in shape noticeably influences the continuous prediction score. In order to improve the recall rate in ContROC, we train an ellipse regressor to convert rectangle bounding boxes to ellipses. The predicted bounding box for YOMO consists of a vector X containing four elements (xmin, ymin, width, height), denoting top-left corner at (xmin, ymin) of size (width, height) of a bounding box. However, the ground truth box for FDDB is oval and represented by Vector Y with five elements (r a , r b , θ, c x , c y ), where r a denotes long semi-axis, r b denotes short semi-axis, θ denotes angle, and(c x , c y ) are the center point coordinates. We use a multiple linear regression equation to convert X to Y as Eq. 8.
where W is the regression coefficient matrix with dimensions 4 × 5, ε stands for random error and we set the value ε = 0 to simplify the training process. At first, we should calculate the mean U X and the standard deviation σ X of the coordinate vector X for the predicted bounding box, and the mean U Y , the standard deviation σ Y of vector Y for the real box. Finally, we normalize the predicted bounding box and the truth box coordinate vector by Eq. 9 and Eq. 10.
Then, minimize the mean square error function by least squares method to optimize the regression coefficient matrix as Equ. 11.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental environment is based on a 64-bit Ubuntu 14.04 LTS system with 16 GB of running memory and an 8-core Intel Core i7-7700K CPU whose single core frequency is 4.20 GHz. All models are based on the Caffe framework and are trained on a single NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti. Our feature extraction network of YOMO is fine-tuned for 200K iterations starting from a pre-trained ImageNet classification network. The parameter configuration during training is shown in Tab. 2. The weights of the parts in the loss function are λ noobj = 1, λ anchor = 1, λ coord = 1, λ obj = 5, λ class = 1. We set the threshold of NMS to 0.7 during training, whereas the threshold equal to 0.45 in the inference phase. During training and testing, the pictures for all models in this paper were scaled to 544 × 544 resolution to maintain the aspect ratio.
B. DATASETS

WIDER dataset:
This dataset chooses 32203 images and labels 393,703 faces and varies in target scale, human pose and occlusion as depicted in the sample images. WIDER FACE is divided into 61 event classes; then, each class is randomly divided to 40%, 10%, and 50%, respectively, for training, testing and validation sets. FDDB: FDDB contains 2845 images and 5171 annotated faces. It has certain difficulties, including occlusion, difficult posture, low resolution, and poor focus as well as black and white and color pictures. Unlike other face detection datasets, the ground truth faces are ellipses rather than rectangles. We use this dataset only for evaluation.
These two datasets are authoritative in the field of face detection, so we can compare our method with other models fairly and illustrate that our model can be applied to a variety of scenarios.
C. FDDB DATASET RESULT
When evaluating in the FDDB dataset, all images are scaled to 544 × 544 resolution to maintain the aspect ratio and embedded in a black background of 544×544 to avoid deformation. We compare YOMO with MTCNN [17] , ScaleFace [31] , HR [8] , HR-ER [8] , ICC-CNN [19] , and FANet [27] on FDDB with discrete and continuous measures.
In Fig. 4 , YOMO-Fit is the result of using an ellipse regressor on YOMO, which achieves competitive performance on both discrete and continuous ROC curves, i.e. 97.7% and 83.6%, respectively, when the number of false positives equals to 1000, ranking only second to FANet. Without OHEM, the context module and hierarchical loss strategy, the recall rate of YOMO-Fit is only reduced by 0.6% and 1.6% than FANet in discrete and continuous ROC curves, respectively. YOMO-Fit outperforms the HR-ER by 4.9% in continuous ROC curves even though HR-ER is trained on the FDDB dataset in a 10-Fold Cross Validation fashion. Fig. 4 shows several qualitative results on the FDDB dataset.
D. TIMING
Due to a network feature pyramid and depthwise separable convolutions, YOMO has real-time detection capability. In order to get the inference time, YOMO is tested using NVIDIA GTX 1080ti GPU by averaging the runtime of 1000 images randomly sampled from the WIDER FACE dataset. Each image is embedded in a black background at 544 × 544, while maintaining the aspect ratio. As we can observe from Tab. 3, YOMO tested at 51 FPS with a resolution of 544 × 544 resolution, whereas the inference time of FANet for 640 × 480 images is only 35.6 FPS.
E. ABLATION STUDY: SPECIAL SETTINGS
During training and testing stages, the images are resized while maintaining the aspect ratio, and embedded in a black background of 544 × 544. When embedded, the black edges on both sides of the image are the same width. We can see that YOMO-KeepRation reaches the best recall rate in Fig.5(a) and YOMO-LReLU is better than other activation functions in Fig.5(b) . As for effect of gradient descent method, YOMO-RMSProp reaches better recall rate than others as shown in Fig.5(c) . And in Fig.5(d) , YOMO-Semi-Soft-Sample is the best cropping strategy. Compared with YOMO-DSSD-Sample, after using the semi-soft random cropping algorithm, the percentage of small-scale faces in total faces decreased from 67.52% to 56.03%, a decrease of 11.49%. As a result, the percentage of medium and large faces in YOMO-Semi-Soft-Sample has increased by 6.21% and 5.28%, respectively. Because the larger faces contain highly representative VOLUME 7, 2019 features that can distinguish faces with large appearance variations, it does not require a large number for training. Therefore, from the perspective that the face detection modules need sufficient training samples, the semi-soft random cropping algorithm is more conducive to the single-shot multi-scale approach. The recall results of the models trained by different cropping strategies are shown in Fig. 5(d) Red rectangles are the predictions of YOMO-Fit in Fig. 6(a) . In Fig. 6(b) , orange rectangles are the predictions, purple ellipses are the regression results, and green ellipses are the ground truth faces provided by the FDDB dataset.
V. CONCLUSION
We propose a single-shot face detector named YOMO, which consists of depthwise separable convolutions and multiple feature fusion structures in the form of top-bottom, achieving a good trade-off between accuracy and latency. A semisoft random cropping algorithm is proposed to improve the multi-scale face detection accuracy and the robustness to illumination and occlusion. For higher continuous scores, an ellipse regressor is trained to transform the predicted rectangular bounding boxes to ellipses. Through the above strategy, YOMO achieves superior performance with 51 FPS for 544×544 input images on a GPU. The face detection method proposed in this paper provides good support for the security problem of exploitation identification and facial spoofing detection in aspect of accuracy and latency. Futhermore, this mothod uses rectangular and ellipse bounding boxes, and it can provide better support for complex environments in actual application. 
